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0. Introduction
Let E be a locally convex topological vector space and μ a mean zero Gaussian
Radon measure on its Borel σ-algebra $(E). Define the corresponding Mehler
semigroup by
(0.1)
where f :E-+ [0,oo[ is ^(.EJ-measurable. Let C
r p,r>Q,p> 1 denote the correspond-
ing (r,/?)-capacities defined via the Gamma transform of (pt)t>o (cf. the beginning
of Section 1 below). It is well-known that each C
r p is tight, i.e., there exist
compact sets K
n
aE, nεN, such that C
rtp(E\K) -> 0 as n-+ao. This was first
proved by H. Sugita [50] if E is a separable Banach space, and subsequently
extended by D. Feyel and A. de La Pradelle [19] to more general cases. The
first main result of this paper (Theorem 2.2) is that each C
r>p is in fact strongly
tight, i.e., the compact sets K
n
, neN, can be chosen metrizable for every E as above.
This result was first announced in [13]. In this paper we give a detailed proof
(which is also different from and shorter than the one indicated in [13]). Our proof
depends on the well-known result by H.Sato [45] and B.S.Tsirelson [51] that there
exist metrizable compact sets K
n
^E, neN, such that μ(E\K
n
)-+Q as n -> oo.
Before we describe our second main result we note that if H denotes the
reproducing kernel Hubert space of μ then H is separable and H <= E continuously
(and also densely if μ is non-degenerate). Reversing view-points we now start
with a separable Hubert space H and assume that we are given a nonnegative
definite self-adjoint linear operator A with domain D(A) on H. We construct
another separable real Hubert space E carrying a mean zero Gaussian probability
measure μ whose covariance is specified by a given bounded linear operator B
on H which commutes with e~tA,t>Q, such that the following holds: (e~tA)t>0
extends to a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on E (cf. Theorem 3.1; in
fact the embedding H a E is Hubert-Schmidt). H will be dense in E so that this
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extension will be unique. In particular, for any such E we can define the
corresponding Mehler semigroup by
(0.2)
where /: E -» [0,oo [ is J^-measurable. Note that this is a "true" semigroup of
probability kernels satisfying the semigroup property for every rather than μ-a.e.
point z in E (cf. Corollary 3.6). The question, whether such a space E exists for
any given //, A, μ, was open. In [47] (see also [48, Example 5.1]) it was shown,
that if such E exists and if B = idH , then the famous Meyer equivalence (cf. [33]
and also [49,34,35]) originaly only proved for A :=idH has an analogue for general
A as above. (The Meyer equivalence is the equivalence of the graph norms of
powers of the square root of the L2(£;μ)-generator of (pt)t>0 and the corresponding
Sobolev norms; cf. [32]). We would like to emphasize that the existence of such
E is essentialy trivial if A has discrete spectrum and is much easier to show, if
one does not insist on E being a Banach space, but provided (0.2) still makes
sense. We use the term state space for E below.
Our third main result treats the question whether for E as above and (pf)f>0
as in (0.2), the corresponding (r,/?)-capacities C
r?p are tight. The answer to this
question is negative even if r— 1, p = 2. We prove that Ci>2 is tight (on E) if and
only if (pt)t>o is the transition semigroup of a diffusion on E which in turn
(surprisingly) is the case if and only if (pt)t>0 is the transition semigroup of a right
continuous normal Markov process on E (cf. Theorem 6.3). The proof is based
on a thorough study of the Dirichlet form correspondind to (pf)t>0 in (0-2) (which
exists since (pt)t>0 is μ-symmetric) and results in [31]. We give a counterexample
(even with B = idH and A having discrete spectrum) where C1>2 is not tight (Example
6.6(ii)), but we also prove that one can always obtain tightness of all C
r p replacing
E by a properly chosen larger space E1 (Theorem 6.7) at least if E is constructed
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and B = idH. The question, whether such a space
E
ί
 exists, was left open in [3,4].
Let us now briefly describe how this paper is organized and summarize other
results contained in it.
In Section 1 we recall the notion of general (r,/7)-capacties coming from an
Lp-contraction semigroup which was first introduced by M. Fukushima and H.
Kaneko [24] (see also [28] and [25]). However, we have to be a little careful,
since we do not assume the state space to be metrizable. This is necessary for
Section 2. We explain the respective modifications in detail. In addition, we
prove some results needed in Section 2 which may be of their own interest. Section
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2 contains the proof of our first main result, i.e., the strong tightness and some
discussions of its consequences. Section 3 essentially consists of the proof of our
second main result, including a study of the corresponding Mehler semigroup. In
Section 4 we consider the associated Markov processes on E. In particular, we
prove a formula by which it is possible to recalculate the starting measures Pz,
zeE, from Pμ := §EPzμ(dz) (Theorem 4.2). In Section 5 we study the associated
Dirichlet form (£,D(£)\ First we calculate the ZΛgenerator L of (pt)t>o given by
(0.2) (cf. Theorem 5.3) on nice functions and show that it is essentially self-adjoint
there (cf. Proposition 5.4). We emphasize that the calculation of L is quite trivial
on an informal level, but is technically difficult to carry out rigorously, because
of domain problems related to the unboundedness of A. Therefore, we assume
the state space E to also satisfy property (iii) of Theorem 3.1 (which was verified
for the special state space constructed in Section 3). Using the special form of
L it is possible to derive a representation for (S,D(S))\ more precisely, we show
that ((ί,/)(<?)) is of "gradient type" (Theorem 5.5), which is crucial for the proof of
our third main result. In addition, we discuss finite dimensional examples as well
as the intensively studied free field Dirichlet form (cf. Examples 5.6). Finally, in
Section 6 we prove our third main result and the already mentioned related
results. We also give an analytic sufficient condition for C1>2-tightness which is
easy to check in applications (Proposition 6.5).
In case C1>2 is tight, the diffusion process mentioned above with transition
semigroup (0.2) weakly solves a stochastic differential equation on E of type
(0.3) dXt = dWt+A(XJdt,
where (Wt\>o is an E-valued Brownian motion with covariance determined by
<,># , A, B. For particular A, B this result has been derived in [9, Subsection
7.I.] from a general theorem about equations of type (0.3) with not-necessarily
linear drifts. The linear equation (0.3) has been extensively studied. In a
forthcoming paper we shall investigate (0.3) by our approach and its connections
to already existing results in the literature in more detail.
In [20,21] questions related to our second and third main results have been
addressed. But there, E is in general not a Banach space and the emphasis is
put on measurable rather than continuous extensions. The resulting Mehler
formula, therefore, does not give a "true" semigroup of probability kernels (cf.
above). Nevertheless, a sufficient condition for tightness is derived in these two
papers. For the connection of our results with the so-called second quantization
we refer to [9, Subsection 7.1.].
Finally, we note that this paper was strongly motivated by I.Shigekawa's
beautiful work [47]. We can now assert that the assumptions on the state space
made there can be always fulfilled. Furthermore, the results and techniques in
Sections 3-6 of this article were strongly influenced by earlier work of one of the
authors (cf. [39,40]). Since the present paper addresses both probabilists and
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analysts, we have tried to choose a style in writing which should be understandable
to both groups. This is also the reason why we have included a quite extensive
list of references.
1. General capacities
The set-up and the terminology in this section is adopted from [24]. Let X
be a topological space and m a positive measure on its Borel σ-algebra 38(X). Let
/?e[l,oo[ and let (Tt)t>Q be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup of linear
operators on (real) Lp'=Lp(X\m) such that each Tt is sub-Markovian, i.e., 0<T tu< 1
m-a.e. if 0 < u < 1 m-a.e.. Consider its Gamma transform
r>0.
Γ(r/2)
0
(F
r
)
r>0 is also a sub-Markovian contraction semigroup of linear operators on
ZΛ Consequently, each V
r
 is injective, and hence the space F
rp := Vr(Lp) with norm
IMUpHIFΓMi* ueF
r>p,
is a Banach space. Obviously,
(1.1) F
r
,
 >p c Fr)P continuously,
if r'>r.
REMARK 1.1. Suppose m(X) = \ and that (Tt)t>0 is also a strongly continuous
contraction semigroup on Lp for p' >p. Then we also have that
(1.2) F
r
,tp. c Fftp continuously,
if r'>r.
The (r,p)'capacity for (Tt)t>0 is defined as follows. For t/cz X9 U open, let
C
Γ
,p(ί/):=inf{||W||?>eFr,p, u>\ m-a.e. on U}
and for arbitrary A c X
C
r
,p(A):=mf{Crίp(U)\A c t/c X, U open}.
Proposition 1.2.
1. If A c ^ , rλe/i m(Λ)<C
r>/,(Λ) α«rf Cr,p(^)<Cr%p(^) ifr<r'.
2. IfAciB^X, then C
r
,p(A) < Cr,p(B\
3. IfA
n
^X,nεN, then C
r
,p(u^ ,An) < Σ?= i Cr,p(An\
4. For everj U a X9 U open, with Crp(ί/)<oo ί/zere exists a unique element
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m-a.e. on U and \\e
v
\\^p = Crtp(U\ Furthermore, there exists feLp,
/>0, such that e
v
=V
r
f.
Proof, (i) is obvious from the definition and (1.1). (ii) is trivial. For (iii),
(iv) see [24, Lemma 1 and Theorem 1] and note that the assumption made there
that A" is a metric space is not used in the proof. Π
Let &b(X), C(b)(X) denote the set of all bounded jp>measurable resp. (bounded)
continuous functions on X. As usual we shall not distinguish below between
classes of functions in Lp and their various m-versions provided no confusion is
possible. Fix r>0. An increasing sequence (F
n
)
neN of closed subsets of X is called
a C,tp-nest if lim^^ Cr,p(Fcn) = Q where for A c X, AC:=X\A. Cftp is called tight
resp. strongly tight if there exists a C
r p-nest consisting of compact resp. metrizable
compact sets. Given a C
Γ>p-nest (Fn)neN we define
(1.3) C({F
n
}) :={f:A^R\[JF
n
^A^ XJ\Fn\ is continuous for all neN}
neN
where /jFn denotes the restriction of / to Fn. A property of points in X is said
to hold C
r p-quasi-everywhere (abbreviated Crp-q.e.) if it holds outside a set TV of
C
r>p-capacity zero (i.e., Cr>p(ΛO=0). A CΓjίΓq.e. defined function / on X is called
C
r
 ^ -quasi-continuous iϊfeC({F
n
}) for some C
r>jp-nest (Fn)neN.
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that C
rp is strongly tight and that the following
condition holds.
There exists a dense subset D of(F
rp, \\ || r p) such
that each ueD has a C
r p-quasi-continuous m-version ύ.
Then for A, A
n
 c X, neN, with A
n
\A
r
, p n r , p .
neN
REMARK 1.4. (1.4) takes the role of the following stronger condition in [24]
(1.5) F
rtp n C(X) is dense in (Fr^ \\ ||r>p).
For the proof of 1.3 we need the following lemma whose analogue is also contained
in [24]. Since X is not assumed to be a separable metric space and m not to
have full support as in [24], we have to take a little care here, so we include the proof.
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Lemma 1.5.
1. Let ueF
rtp such that u has a Cftp-quasi-continuous m-version ύ. Then for
(1.6) C
r
,p({\u\>R})<R-*\\u\\ΐ,p.
2. Let u
n
eFftp which have Cr ^ -quasi-continuous m-versions un, neN, such that
u
n
 -» ueF
r
 w.r.t. \\ || . Then there exists a subsequence (u )keN and a
n~* ao
C
r p-quasi-confinuous m-version u of u such that (unk)keN converges
C
r
^p-quasi-uniformly to u (i.e., there exists a Cfjp-nest (Fn)neN such that
u
nk -> u uniformly on each Fn). In particular, (1.4) implies that every ueFrp
has a C
rtp-quasi-conίinuous m-version,
3. Let u be a C
rp-quasi-continuous function on X. Ifu>0 m-a.e. on an open
set Uc:X, then w>0 C
r>p-q.e. on U.
Proof, (i): Let <5>0 and Fez X, F closed, such that C
rfp(Fc)<δί/p and u\F is
continuous. Let/?e]0,oo[. Then {\u\>R}<uFcisopen. It follows by Proposition
1.2 that
C
r
,p({\u\>R})<Cr,p({\u\>R}vFc)
<(R-l\\ύ\\
r>p+δγ.
Since δ was arbitrary, the assertion follows.
The first part of (ii) can be proved entirely analogously as Proposition 3.5 in [31,
Chap.IΠ]. The second part is then trivial.
(iii): See [15, Proposition 8.1.6]. Π
Proof of 1.3. By Lemma 1.5 the proof of Theorem 2 in [24] carries over to
our more general case and proves the assertion. Π
Recall that a Hausdorff topological space Y is called Souslin if it is the
continuous image of a Polish space (cf. [46, Chap.II, Section 1]). A subset Yd X
is called a Souslin support of C
r p if Y is Souslin and Crtp(X\Y)=0. Recall also
that a kernel π : Xx &(X) -» [0,oo[ is called sub-Markovian if n(x,X)<\ for all xe X
and strongly Feller if π/(:=J/(y)π( ,rfy)) is continuous for all /e @tb(X\ We call π
Cftp-quasi-strongly Feller if π/is Cr>p-quasi-continuous for all /e @tb(X). We shall
make use of the following result.
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Proposition 1.6. Assume that m(X)<oo and that there exists a C
r
Driest (F
n
)
neN
consisting of metrizable sets. Suppose that there exists a semigroup {pt)t>0 of
sub-Markovian kernels on (X,&(X)) having the following properties:
(1.7) pj is an m-version of TJ for all t >0, feΛb(X).
(1.8) There exists an algebra C c Cb(X) containing 1, dense in Lp, such that ptC c Cb
for all t>0 and such that C separates the points of a Souslin support Y of
Cfyp with the property that Cr^q.e. /?tlyc = 0 W>0.
Set
00
La-ig-,
 dt
Then (1.4) holds, v
r
f is a C
rp-quasi-continuous m-version of Vrf for all feLp and
thus vr is C
r
,p-quasi-strongly Feller. In particular,
(1.9) C
r>p({vJ>R})<R- '\\f\\b /0ra///eZ/,*e]0,oo[.
Proof. Clearly, v
r
/is an m-version of V
r
f for all/eZΛ Let Re]0,oo[ and
/e C. By Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem v
r
/is sequentially continuous,
hence continuous on each F
n9 i.e., vrf is C,>p-quasi-continuous. This implies that
(1.4) holds. By Lemma 1.5 (ii) and a monotone class argument it follows that v
r
f
is C
Γ>p-quasi-continuous for all bounded σ(C)-measurable functions / on X and
hence for all fe@b(X) by (1.8). Indeed, since σ(C)n Y=@(Y) (e.g. by [46,
Proposition 4, p. 105 and Lemma 18, p. 108]), there exists a bounded σ(C)-measurable
function g on A'such that/=g on Y. By (1.8) it follows that v
r
ly
c
=0 C
r>p-q.e., hence
Another monotone class argument implies the assertion for/eZΛ Π
REMARK 1.7.
1. Condition (1.8) (with Y=X) is, of course, fulfilled if X is polish and (pt)t>0
is a Feller semigroup, i.e., ptCb(X) <= Cb(X) for all t>0. This case is
well-known. We have proved Proposition 1.6 in this generality since we
want to apply it in the next section in the case where m is a Gaussian
measure on an arbitrary locally convex space X and (pt)t>o is the
corresponding Mehler semigroup.
2. The assumption m(X)<co in Proposition 1.6 was only made for
simplicity. There is similar result without this assumption. Furthermore,
condition (1.8) is not optimal. There is a modification using only
C
r p-quasi-continuous rather than continuous function.
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We shall now use the following condition on (Tt)t>0
fι->Γf, t>0 is analytic as a map taking
(1.10) values in the Banach space of all bounded
operators on ZΛ
By a result of E.M. Stein (1.16) is e.g. fulfilled if (Γf)t>0 "comes from" a symmetric
strongly continuous contraction semigroup on L2 (see e.g. [37, Theorem X.55J). The
following is contained in [28] (see the proof of Lemma 1). We include the proof
for completeness.
Lemma 1.8. Assume that (1.10) holds. Then Tt is a continuous map from Lp
to FFtpfor all t>0.
Proof. Let t>0, nεN with n>r/2 and/eZΛ Let L be the generator of
(Γ,)f>o on ZΛ Then F2(/-L) = /on D(L). Since by (1.10) TJe f}meND(Lm) it follows
that
τj=(v2γ(i-Lrτj= vr(v2n.r(\ -LfTj),
and hence TJeF
Γfp. Since by (1.10) \\LnTJ\\LP<^\\f\\LP for some &(«,/?) e]0,oo[
independent of /and t (cf. [37, Corollary 2 of Theorem X.52], it follows that Tt
is continuous from Lp to F
rp. Π
By Lemma 1.8 the proof of the following result is the same as that of
Proposition 1.6 with (Γ,)t>0 replacing (Fr)r>0
Proposition 1.9. Assume that m(X)<vo, that there is a C
rp-nest consisting of
metrizable sets and that (1.10) holds. Suppose there exists (pt)t>o as in Theorem
1.6 satisfying (1.7), (1.8). Then (1.4) holds and for all t>Q9ptfis a Cr ^ -quasi-continuous
version of(Tt)t>Qfor allfeLp and thus pt is Crtp-quasi-strongly Feller. In particular,
there exists fc(r,/7,0e]0,oo[ such that
(1.11) C
rip({Ptf>R})<k(r9p9t)ER-^f\\pLP for allfeL', Λe]0,oo[.
REMARK 1.10. (i) By the proof of Lemma 1 .8 we can choose k(r9p, t) = kty.p^t ~ n
for n.eN with n>r/2.
(ii) For conditions for the existence of (pt)t>0 as in Propositions 1.6, 1.9 we refer
to [28]. If (Pt)t>0 is as constructed in [28], then a stronger estimate than (1.11)
holds (see [28, Lemma l(iϋ)]).
(iii) Let (pt)t>0 be an m-symmetric semigroup satisfying
(1.12) /?!/->/ in w-measure for /in a dense subset C of L2.
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Then (pt)t>Q gives rise to an analytic strongly continuous contraction semigroup
(Tt)t>0 on L2 (cf. e.g. [31, Chap.II, Subsection 4a)]), hence on every Lp,p>\, and
the above applies. The w-symmetry can as usual be replaced by a sector condition
(cf. [31, Chap.I, Section 2, and Chap.II, Subsection 4a)].
2. The Gaussian case
In this section we consider the case where JJf is a locally convex topological
vector space over R (abbreviated LCS) and m is a Gaussian measure, denoted by
γ. More precisely, if X* denotes the (topological) dual of X then 7 is a Radon
(cf. [46]) probability measure on &(X) such that y o / - 1 is a mean zero Gaussian
measure on R (or a Dirac measure at zero) for all leX*. Here y o / " 1 denotes the
image measure of γ under /. The reproducing kernel Hubert space H=H(y) of γ
consists of all vectors heX such that the measures y and γh, where yh(B) = y(B+h\
Be&(X), are equivalent. H has a natural Hubert norm || ||H w.r.t. which it is
isomorphic to the dual of the completion X* of X* in (real) L2\=L2(X\y) in such
a way that for each hέH there exists a unique lεXf such that
F(h) = \l'(x)l(xWx) for all feX , \\h\\H= ||/||L2.
J
Consequently, since L2 is separable by [45] or [51], H is separable. We now
define for
(2.1)
 PJ(x)=\f(e-tx + ^ /l-e-2txf)y(dxfl f>0, xεX.
Then (/?,), >0 is a semigroup of Markovian kernels on &(X). (pt)t>0 is the
well-known Mehler semigroup associated with on X. Define
We need the following
Lemma 2.1. Let C:=linear span of {sinl\leX*}. Then C and hence !FCb is
dense in L2.
Proof. By [45] or [51] there exists a Souslin subset E of X such that
y(E)=l. Hence it suffices to prove that C\E is dense in L2(Eιy\E). But by the
Hahn-Banach theorem C separates the points of E. Consequently, by [46,
Proposition 4, p.105 and lemma 18, p.108] σ(C)\E = @t(E). Now a standard
monotone class arguments implies that C\E is dense in L
2(E\y). Π
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REMARK. In fact Lemma 2.1 is known to hold for all (not necessarily Gaussian)
Radon measures on X (cf. [46]).
Clearly, (pt)t>o is a Feller semigroup and well-known to be y-symmetric (which
is in fact easy to see using Fourier transforms). Since, (/?,), >0 obviously satisfies
(1.12) with C as in Lemma 2.1, the first part of Corollary 1.11 implies that (pt)t >0
gives rise to an analytic strongly continuous contraction semigroup on every Lp,
p>\. Let V
r
 resp. v
r
,r>0, be the Gamma transforms of (Tt)t>0 resp. (pt)t>o and
C
r>p, >>0, /?>!, the corresponding (r,/?)-capacities (cf. Section 1). The following
is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.2. Cftp is strongly tight.
The proof will be given in two steps. First we need a lemma which is proved
in [38, Corollary 5.3]. We give a direct and shorter proof here.
Lemma 2.3. Let K
n
 be a metrizable compact set in X. Then its absolutely
convex closed hull S is metrizable. If X is sequentially complete, S is compact.
Proof. First assume that X is complete. According to classical results (see
[18, Corollary 8.13.3]) S is compact and, moreover, S={$
κ
xm(dx), meM^K)},
where MV(K) denotes the space of Radon measures on K with total variation less
or equal to 1 and integrals are taken in Pettis's (weak) sense. It follows by
assumption that M^K) with the topology σ(M1(K),C(K)) is compact and
metrizable. Hence the same is true for S since the map m f-> \
κ
xm(dx) from M
γ
(K)
to X with the weak topology is continuous and the weak topology coincides on
S with the initial one. Now to get the first assertion it suffices to use the
existence of completions for locally convex spaces. The second follows from the
fact that in a sequentially complete space closed metrizable subsets are complete. Π
Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.2
Assume first that X is sequentially complete.
By [45,51] there exists a metrizable compact set K with y(K)>Q. By RieffeFs
lemma above the absolutely closed convex hull of K, denoted by 5, is metrizable
and compact. Let E be the linear span of S. Since E= (J
neNnS9 we have that
Ee&(X). Denote by g the Minkowski functional of S (we set g= oo on X\E). By
the 0-1 law for Gaussian measures on locally convex spaces (cf. e.g. [27])
γ(E) = l. Thus, g is a measurable seminorm and according to Fernique's theorem
belongs to all Lp, p>\. For all x,yeE and t>Q we have:
2g(e~tx) <g(e-<x + ^ fϊ^e^y) ^-g(e~tx - Jl-e~2ty).
Integrating this estimate in y and using the symmetry of γ we get:
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2g(e-tx)<2Ttg(x).
Integration in t with the weight Γ(r/2)~1Γ1+r/2e~t gives the estimate
(2.2) g(x)<2-"/2V
r
g(x).
Since g/n>l on E\nS, that is, y-a.e. on the open set X\nS9 (2.2) implies that
which implies that C
r
 JX\nS) -» 0.
w-»oo
Now the results of Section 1 apply in this particular case, more precisely we have
Corollary 2.4. Assume that X is sequentially complete. Then both Propositon
1.6 and 1.9 apply. In particular, both pt9 f >0, and vr are Crp-quasi-storongly Feller
for all r>0, p> 1 resp. all p> 1.
Proof. We only have to show that (1.8) holds. Let C be as in Lemma
2.1. It is easy to check that (1.8) holds (with C) except for its last part. But by
the preceding proof there exists a C
r?p-nest (Kn)neN = (nS)neN with S an absolutely
convex metrizable compact subset of X. Since Y:= (J
neNKn is Souslin, it suffices
to prove that for f>0
(2.3) Alicί MiO as n -> oo for all xe Y.
Let t>Q and neN. For keN choose nkeN such that n^m&xKl+e"*)112^
-<?-')' 1/2Mfc-ι]. Then yεKk implies that both jv=0 +O1/2(l-O~1/2ye#nk
and e~tx + ^ /\—e~2ty = e~tx-)-(\—e~t)yQeK
nkprovideά xeKnk (since Km=mS,
, and S is absolutely convex). Hence we have for xeK
nk that
AljcSW=
Since {ptlKc)neN is decreasing, (2.3) follows and the proof is complete. Π
Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Let now X be arbitrary.
Let Z denote the completion (see [18]) of X. Consider 7, (/?f)f>0 CΓ>p, r>0, p>\,
on Z. Let D be a compact subset of X of strictly positive y-measure and E the
linear span of D. Then E is σ-compact, since it is the union of the compact sets
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Clearly, M:=Z\Ee&(Z)9 y(E)=i (by the 0-1 law) and so v rlM=lM.
Corollary 2.4 implies that
Cftp(Af) = Cr^{lM^
Consequently, for each neN there exists a metrizable compact Q
n
 and an open
set U
n
 c= Z such that
-,
n
Set /:M:=βMn(Z\t/M), /leM Then KnaE^X, Kn is compact in X and
C
r>p(^\A:n)<Cr,p(Z\A:n)<i /leΛT, and the proof is complete.
REMARK 2.5. It was possible in Step 1 to consider only the case X=R, where
^(Rao) = σ(Rcc) and then in Step 2 to reduce the general case to Λ°°. This reduction
is especially simple if there exist /
w
eZ*, neN, separating the points of Z, because
we can take a continuous injection of Z in /?°° and apply the invariance theorem
(cf. [4, Theorem 1.1]). If there are no separating sequences in Z* we can use
these arguments for the space Z1=A
r
n(span 0, where Q c= Z is the absolutely
convex metrizable compact set, constructed above. It is clear that for Zj one
can always find a separating sequence from X*. This way was pointed out in
[13], but mistakenly it was asserted there that a separating sequence can be chosen
for the whole of Z. Certainly, this is not true in general as can be seen from the
trivial example Z={/:[0,1] ->R1\f(Q) = Q} with the pointwise topology and γ the
Wiener measure.
Now we can show that the assumption in Corollary 2.4 is superfluous.
Corollary 2.6. Both Propositions 1.6 and 1.9 apply to any X and 7 as above. In
particular, both pt,t>Q, and vr are Cr^p-quasi-storongly Feller for all r>0, p>l9
resp. p>\.
Proof. Let Z be the completion of X. Let y* be the extension of γ to Z
and let (/??), >0, (v?)r>o> Cj,p> r>0> /»!> be defined corresponding to / on
(Z, J'(Z)). Fix r>0, /»0. Since the topology on Z restricted to X coincides with
the initial one, we have that
C*
rtp({A) = Cr,p(A n X) for all A c: X.
Hence for R>Q by Corollary 2.4
C
r>p({ vrf> R}) = C?,p({ v»/* > Λ} n JT)
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for every feLp and its trivial extension/* to Z, i.e., (1.9) holds. Correspondingly,
one shows that (1.10) holds and the assertion follows. Π
REMARK 2.7. (i) The tightness of C
rp was studied previously by D. Feyel and
A. de La Pradelle (cf. [19, Theoreme 9]) by a different method (extending the
well-known result of H.Sugita [50] for the case where A" is a separable Banach
space). So, the essential new fact in Theorem 2.2 is that the compact sets can
be taken metrizable in arbitrary locally convex spaces. We can also prove Theorem
2.2 based on similar arguments as in [31, Chap. , Remark 3.2(iii)].
(ii) The statement that ptf,t>Q, are Cr>p-quasi-continuous for all/eLp, r>0, /?>!,
is contained in [19, Theoreme 5].
We conclude this section by further consequences of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.8.
1. Let Be&(X) (or even only a Souslin set in X). Then
C
rtp(B) = sup{Crtp(K)\K<^B, K compact and metrizable}
2. Let L be a ^-measurable linear subspace of X with y(L)=l. Then
C
r
,p(X\L) = Q.
3. C
rtp does not change if the topology on X is replaced by a weaker locally
convex topology.
Proof, (i): Let ε>0. Then there exists a metrizable compact set β c: X with
C
r
,p(Λ0<ε Hence
But since Br\K is Souslin, by [16, Chap.IX, Section 6, Def.9, Theoreme 6 and
Proposition 10] there exists a compact set Ka BnQ such that
Since K is, of course, metrizable, (i) follows.
(ii): As we see from the proof of Theorem 2.1, the compact metrizable set S in
Step 1 and K
w
 « e TV, in Step 2 can be constructed to be subsets of L.
(iii): is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and [4, Theorem 1.1.]. Π
3. Mehler formula for Ornstein- Uhlenbeck processes with general linear drift
Let &(E) denote the space of continuous linear operators on a Banach space
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E. The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let H be a separable real Hilbert space and A a nonnegative
definite self-adjoint operator on H with domain D(A). Then there exists a continuous
norm q on H coming from an inner product and possessing the following properties:
(i) The embedding ofH into the completion E ofH with respect to q is Hilbert-Schmidt.
(iί)q(exp(-tA)x) < q(x) for all xeH and all t > 0, and thus the operators exp(-L4) on
H admit continuous extensions to operators from E to E with norms less or equal
to 1 and these form a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on E.
(in) If E denotes the dual space of E then E ci H' = H c: E continuously and
densely. Furthermore, there exists a linear subspace K c= F, dense w.r.t. to the
natural (operator) norm \\ \\E,, such that K c: D(A\ A(K) c= K, e~tA(K) c: K, f >0, and
Al(z) = \\m
nQ\(l-e~tA1)(z)for all zεE, IzK. If, in addition ||exp(-Λ)|| ^ (H)< 1, then
the extensions can be taken with \\Qxp( — tA)\\^(E)<ί for all
Before we prove this theorem, we discuss some related work.
REMARK 3.2. (i) Recall that in the situation of Theorem 3.1 the standard
Gaussian cylinder measure y* on H lifts to a Gaussian (Radon) measure y on E
(cf. [26,29]).
(ii) If in the situation of 3.1, A is strictly positive, hence ||exp(— A)\\^(H)< 1, Theorem
3.1 implies that all conditions on (E,H,y) and A imposed in [47] are
fulfilled. Therefore, the analogue of the well-known Meyer equivalence (cf. [34,35]
and the references therein), which was proved in [47], holds for any given separable
real Hilbert space H and operator A as above, if E is as in Theorem 3.1.
(iii) The case with E a properly constructed dual of a nuclear space was treated in [12].
(iv) In [21] measurable extensions have been discussed. But it follows from their
method that these extensions are typically not continuous.
(v) Since e~t(A + 1)Kc:K and K is dense in //, it follows by [37, Theorem X.49]
that K in 3.1 (iii) is dense in D(A) w.r.t. ||(^ + 1) ||H, hence by the nonnegativity
of A w.r.t.
Now we give some examples which among other things show that in many
cases the problem of extending exp( — L4),/>0, to a space E supporting y becomes
trivial if we do not insist on E being a Banach space.
EXAMPLES 3.3. (i) Assume that A has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors e
n
with corresponding eigenvalues a
n
. Then the operators exp(-L4) are diagonal with
eigenvalues e~tan and trivially each weighted Hilbert space X= {(x^eR^l^σ^x^ < 00}
with £σ;f <oo is convenient (see also Example 6.5 (ii) below). If we take /?°° for
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X then A itself becomes continuous. This case was discussed in detail in [10]
with indications to possible generalizations.
(ii) Let H=L\Rd\dx\ rfx = Ledesgue measure, and A=Δ with its natural
domain. Then choosing S'(Rd) for X we obtain that all operators under question
are continuous. The same holds for more general nonnegative elliptic operators
A provided the coefficients of A are smooth. It is difficult to construct Hubert
or Banach supports E for γ in these cases since the spectra are continuous. This
has, however, been done in [39,40] for the operator A — — Δ + l on H=L2(Rd',dx).
For the construction of E special subspaces of scaled Sobolev spaces have been
introduced there. The proof of Theorem 3.1 given below was strongly influenced
by the construction of E in [39,40].
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Γ:=exp(-Λ). T is self-adjoint and bounded.
Hence since H is separable, we may assume that T has a cyclic vector. The
general case can be trivially reduced to this case, since by [36, Lemma 2, p. 226]
Γ is a direct sum of operators T
n
:H
n
-+H
n9 H=Q%=1 //„, NeNv{ + ao}9 each
having a cyclic vector. For E one can then take the weighted Hubert sum of
the corresponding E
n
 with weights 2~", i.e., (h,h)E:=^=ί2~n(hn9hn)En with
h = (h
n
)
neN. But if T has a cyclic vector, by the spectral theorem T is unitary
equivalent to an operator of multiplication by g(s):=s on L2([0,l];m) for some
finite positive measure m on (^[0,1]). The support of this measure is equal to
the spectrum σ(T) of T. Note that proving our assertion for this particular "model"
of H is enough since E will be the completion of H w.r.t. some norm. In fact E
with norm q will be a (closed) subspace of the dual of a real Hubert space W
that one obtains by completing C^(]0,l[) (i.e, the set of all infinitely differentiable
real functions on ]0,l[with compact support) w.r.t. to the norm
(3.1) 11/11^:= ll^/ll^α+Λ^^ίl3)"1^ /eC?(]0,lD.
Here da, ds denote Lebesgue measure on Rl and for /eC^QOJ
i
(3.2) ||ί"/HSr4.a :=j[(ίVW]2Λ
0
1
= ([αV α - 2f2(s) + α*2α * 1(/'2(i))' + s2Λ(f(s))2']ds
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" -
 2 2/
where we integrated by parts in the last step. Therefore, integrating w.r.t. we
obtain that
(3.3)
where for
r ι v /
 4(5 In *)2
and
1
21ns2
In particular, we see from (3.3) that ||/||^<oo and that
1 1 1
f / Γ Y / 2 / f V/2(3.4) ll/IL^Jl/ΊΛ^Ml/Ί 2p2ώ)
0 0 0
for all/eQftKUD Since J0/>2 1ώ<oo, it follows that if C[0,l] denotes the set
of all continuous functions on [0,1], then
(3.5) W c: C[0,l] continuously and densely.
If y:C[0,l] -»L2([0,l];w) is the linear map associating each/eC[0,l] with its
corresponding m-class, theny: ^->L2([0,l];m) is Hubert-Schmidt.
This follows by a well-known result from (3.5). For the convenience of the reader
we include the (in our case trivial) proof: let Wlp^ be the completion of
w.r.t. the norm
i
1/2
Let (e
n
)
neN be an orthonormal basis in Wp'2
2
. Then (e'
n
)
neN is an orthonormal
system in L2([0,l];p2A) Hence
n>lλ
0
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^IllWί'llyα
J
which is finite since J0p^"
1
ώ<oo. Now it follows that j: W-* L2([0,l];m) is
Hubert-Schmidt. Let S denote the operator on C[0,l] given by multiplication
with g(s):=s. Clearly, by the definition of || \\
w
 we have that S(W) a W and that
1. Furthermore, an elementary calculation shows that for all/e QfQO, 1 [)
0
1
-\(4s-l-2-
o
Since both summands on the right hand side are negative we obtain that
(3.6) Hl-S|l*<iF)<α
Hence the following series converges for all fe[0,oo[ in operator norm
(3.7) S*( =
n
=o\n
where Co):=Π* = ι Lz^±1> neN- We obviously have that
(3.8) S*f(s)=Jf(s)> ^[0,l],/e^.
Furthermore, by the definition of || \\
w
(3.9) II^II^)<1 for all fe[0,oo[
and we also have that
(3.10) lim||5t/-/||
ΪΓ
 = 0 for all feW.
ί|0
To show this we first observe that because of (3.9) it sufficies to show (3.10) for
all fe QΌO, 1[). So, let /e C?QO, IDCQίUD τhen bY (3 8)
CO CO
- SMI w = fll S /ll ^ 4.2ώ + [lll(i
0
col
0 0
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0 0
But since supp/c ]0,1[, the right hand side converges to zero as ί|0.
Now assume that ||Γ||<1 and fix fe]0,oo[. Then σ(T) c [0,0] for some
0e[0,l[. Replacing [0,1] above by [0,0] and keeping the above notation, by an
elementary calculation we obtain that
a a
\\mw=\s2t(fWp2(s)ds^-
(3.11)
for all/e QΌO,αD.
Here
F(s) :=52ί(l + 2dn s + 2t(\ - ί)(ln s)2\ s e [0,0].
which is dominated by s\-+s2t if t>\. If /<!, it is straightforward to check that
F attains its maximum either at zero or a. In any case then F(s)<a2t for all
se[Q,ά]. Hence
(3.12)
Since j: W -* L2([0,l] ra) is continuous with a dense image, identifying L2([0,l] w)
with its dual we obtain that the adjoint map
(3.13) f:L2(lO,ϊ]
 9m)-+W
is continuous and one-to-one. Here the dual W of W is equipped with its natural
norm || H^. Set
(3.14) E \= closure of y'(L2([0,1] m) -> w.r.t. || ||
 w
,
and denote the restriction of || \\
w
. to E by q. It is then straightforward to
check that the adjoint S' of S satisfies
(3.15) S'(E)^E and S'°f = T.
Since (St)f = (Sf)\ it now follows easily by (3.7) that all properties proved for 5*
carry over to (S")', f e]0,oo[. Thus ((SOOt^o ^s the desired extension, and the proof
of (i), (ii) and the last part of the assertion is complete. To prove (iii) we first
note that identifying H with its dual H' we trivially have that E c= H c= E
continuously and densely and that
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(3.16)
(3.16) immediately implies, that K'.=j(C*ξ(\§,\\$ is a dense linear subspace of
E. Since e ' tAJ[s) = sffls) for all /e L2(]0, 1 [ m\ it follows that e ~ tA(K) c A, f > 0,
and by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that ^  c Z)(Λ) and Λ/^-ln sJ/e /£
for all /e/C Since each /eΛΓ has its support in ]0,1[, it is easily seen from (3.3)
that in fact $(l-3f)l-*(-lns)l w.r.t. || H^. Hence for all zeE, At(z) =
 w
(Al,z)
w
,
no
(l-^~ίj4X^>^' = linι t loτ(l— e~tA)l(z) and also (iii) is proved. Q
REMARK 3.4. (i) We note that we chose the construction of W presented in
the proof of Theorem 3.1, because then the fact that 115*11^^^1 for all />0 is
obvious. The price is that we had to deal with weighted Sobolev spaces. It is
possible to relpace W by the classical Sobolev space W^2 on ]0,1[ which makes
some of the elementary calculations above easier to some extent. However, it is
a little harder to show that \\&\\<?(Wι.2)< 1 for all ί >0: Let/e Q?QO,1[), f >0. Then
by (3.1)
1
= ί[ί(i-0*2'-
But by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
0 0
1 1
Consequently,
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< 11/11 Srp,
since ^  < 1. We would like to thank G. Metafune for pointing out these estimates
to us.
(ii) If one merely wants E in Theorem 3.1 to be a Banach space and only to
satisfy 3.1 (i),(ϋ), it is possible to take E as the dual of the space W consisting of
all functions on [0,1] admitting holomorphic extensions F to the domain
U:= [\z\ < 1} n {|z—1| < 1}, continuous on its closure. W is equipped with the norm
11/11 IF := 11/11 co
(iii) Clearly, the generator of the strongly continuous contraction semigroup
constructed on E above extends A. Therefore, from now on we shall also denote
the extended semigroup by e~tA, ί>0. Note, however, that e~tA, t>Q, in our
proof of Theorem 3.1 are not symmetric operators.
From now on we fix //, A as in Theorem 3.1 and consider any Hubert space
(E,q) satisfying 3.1 (i) and (ii).
Lemma 3.5. The operators ^J\—e 2tA, t>Q, are well-defined as continuous
maps on E such that for all zeE
Proof. First of all we note that «J\ — e 2tA is well-defined by a series because
l for a11 fe[0,oo[. So, fix zeE and let NeN. Then
(3.17) q((\ -
N
 A2 q(z).
The first summand converges as ί|0 to
/ N A\ \ °° A\
<? Σ K- W* = Σ K- IΓ &) (since Σ
π
°°=oφ(- D" = 0)\
n
=o\n/ J n=N+ι\n/
Hence by (3.17)
which can be made arbitrarily small for large N (since |(2)|~
wl + 1/2), and the assertion
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follows. Π
Corollary 3.6. (Mehler formula) Let μ be a (Gaussian) probability measure on
such that
for some bounded linear operator B on H which commutes with all exp(-L4),
fe[0,oo[. Let
'.= ( , f>0
where f:E-> [0,oo[ is &(E)-measurable. Then (pt)t>0 is a semigroup of probability
kernels on (E,&(E)) which is Feller (i.e., pje Cb(E\ iffe Cb(E\ f >0), is μ-symmetric,
and has the property that
(3.18) \impj(z)=f(z) forallfeCb(E\zeE.
ί|0
Proof. Below we shall use the following
Claim: Let Γe &(H), T self-adjoint, and Se g(E) such that S\H = T. Let 5" : E -+ E
be the adjoint of S. Then S7= 77 for all leE( c H).
The proof is trivial so we omit it. Clearly, each pt is a probability kernel on
(E,&(E)). To show the semigroup property let ί,,se]0,oo[, u:E-*R a bounded
^(£)-measurable function, and zeE. We have to show that
(3.19) pt+su(z)=pt(psu)(z).
By a monotone class argument it suffices to show (3.19) for w = exp[//] for every
'. But by the claim and the semigroup property of (e~tA)t>0
] JexpΓί l(jί -e-2(<+s>
Γ 1
 t _ I 2-1
]exp — B^i-
e
-
2(t+s)Al\
L 2 I
 HJ
and
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-e-
2
'
Az'(dz')
AJl -<Γ2Mz' + yi - e~ 2sAz"]μ(dz")μ(dz')
=exp[//(e-(t+sMz)]exp -- Be'^l-e-^m \.
L 2 llaj
By the assumption on B a trivial calculation now implies (3.19). Since the last
part of the assertion is clear by Lemma 3.5 and Lebesgue's dominated convergence
theorem, it remains to show the μ-symmetry. So, let i/^expp/J, v = exp[//2],
', and fe[0,oo[. Then similarly as above
\uptvdμ
which is symmetric in /15 /2 by the assumption on B. Consequently,
(3.20) \uptvdμ= \vptudμ,
i.e., pt is μ-symmetric. Π
REMARK 3.7. (i) We sometimes call the semigroup (pt)t>0 of probability kernels
in Corollary 3.6 Mehler semigroup corresponding to (E,H,A,μ).
(ii) Given a bounded linear operator B on //, a Gaussian measure μ as in Corollary
3.6 always exists on (E,&(E)) since H c E is Hubert-Schmidt (cf. e.g. [53, Theorem
3.1]).
4. Corresponding Markov processes
Consider the situation described after Remark 3.4 and let (/?,),
 >0 , μ be as in
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Corollary 3.6. By the usual Kolmogrov scheme one can construct a normal
Markov process M =(Ω,JΓ,(Ar
ί
)
ί
>0,(/>z)reE) with transition semigroup (pt)t>0. This
process, however, is only of interest if one can prove certain regularity properties
of its sample paths. Unfortunately, M is in general not a right process (i.e., is
strong Markov and has right continuous sample paths) as will be seen in Section
6 below. We now intend to give conditions which imply that the sample paths
of M are even continuous (P
z
-a.s. for all z e E\ In particular, M is then strong
Markov (since (pt)t>o is Feller), hence a diffusion.
By Kolmogorov's existence theorem there exists a unique probability measure
P on (jE*0'001,^) (where sύ is the σ-algebra generated by the canonical projections
Xt ^to.coi _»£) such that for 0<ti< ••• <tn<ao, neN, and A0,—9AHe
1 1
•" An-fn-l(Z»-l»
Let Ω:=C([0,oo[,£), Xt:=Xt on Ω, fe[0,oo[ and ^ :
Suppose that the following condition holds:
There exists probability measure P on (Ω,J^) having
(4.2) the same finite dimensional distributions as P, i.e.,
P satisfies (4.1)
REMARK 4.1. By the Kolmogorov/Prohorov continuity criterion, (4.2) is easily
checked to hold if A=idH (cf. [41, Proof of Proposition 2.1]). In [39, 40] (4.2)
was proved in the special case where H\=L\Rd\dx\ Λ:=( — Δ+ 1)1/2, £:=
( — Δ-hl)~1/4, using random field techniques. In Section 6 below using the theory
of Dirichlet froms we shall prove a necessary and sufficient condition for (4.2) to
hold (cf. Theorem 6.3). This condition is e.g. fulfilled if BA 1/2 e &(H) (cf. Proposition
6.5, Example 6.6 (i)), i.e, is particularly fulfilled in the case studied in [39,40]. We
shall also give an example where (4.2) fails to hold (cf. Example 6.6 (ii)).
Define Γ:Ω-»Ω and T:E-+Ω, (componentwise) by
Yt:=Xt-e~
tAX09 ί>0,
and for zeE
(TAzl:=e-<Az, t>0.
Clearly, Y is J^/J^-measurable and T is ^(^yj^-measurable. Define for zeE the
probability measure P2 on (Ω,J^) by
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(4.3) PzίBγ.= (PoY-l)\:B-TAz
Then we have the following
Theorem 4.2. Assume that (4.2) holds and that Pz, zeE, are as in (4.3). Then
for all zθE, Q<t
ί
 < ••• <t
n
<co, neN, and A^ ,
(44)
= '" \Ptn-t
In particular, M=(Ω,#Γ,(Xt)t>0,(Pz)zeE) is a (conservative) diffusion process (i.e., a
conservative, normal strong Markov process with state space E and continuous sample
paths) having transition probabilities (pt)t>0, and μ as stationary measure.
Proof. (4.4) is easily proved by calculating the Fourier transform of
P
z
o(^rfι,...,jrj"1 . The rest of the proof is standard (cf. e.g.[ll, §42] and [17,
Satz 5.10]). n Π
REMARK 4.3. (i) Clearly, in Theorem 4.2
zμ(dz)
-I-.-JX,
and (Xt)t>Q is reversible under P = Pμ.
(ii) A similar study of the corresponding Martin boundary as in [40,41] can be
carried out in the more general situation of Theorem 4.2 above.
(iii) Replacing Ω resp. Xt,t>0, in condition (4.2) by the set Ω' consisting of all
right continuous sample paths resp. X't:=Xt on Ω', Theorem 4.2 (with the same
proof) obviously remains true in the sense that we obtain a conservative normal
strong Markov process M with merely right continuous sample paths. In Section
6 below we shall see, however, that in fact also in this case the sample paths are
continuous jP
z
-a.s. for all zeE.
5. The associated Dirichlet forms
We still consider fixed //, A as in Theorem 3.1 and any Hubert space (E,q)
satisfying 3.1 (i),(ii). In this and the following section we additionally assume that
(E,q) also satisfies 3.1 (iii) for some K. Let (pt)t>Q9 B, μ be as in Corollary
3.6. Since (pt)t>0 is μ-symmetric it has associated to it a symmetric Dirichlet form
defined by
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(5.1) D($) := < u 6 L2(E'9μ) sup-((1 —pt)u9u)L2(μ) < oo >
I t>o t J
and
_ . 1
t j o t
(cf. [22, Chap. I],[31, Chap. I]). Note that since (pt)t>0 is μ-symmetric (cf. (3.20)),
it respects μ-classes so that ($,D($)) above is a well-defined quadratic form on
L2(E;μ).
In this section we shall calculate (S,D($)) more explicitly. To this end we
first calculate the generator of (pt)t>0 on ^Cl(K) where for neN\j{ + 00}
(5.3) !FCjJ(K)' ={/(/ι, 5/
m
)ImeN, /eCjJ(/?m), /jGA', l<ι<m).
Here CJ(Λm) denotes the set of all n-times differentiate functions with all partial
derivatives bounded. We need some preparations.
For ue&Cl(K) and keE we set
-^ (z) := — u(z + sk)\
s
=0) ^ 6 £.
Let (H0,<, - >Ho) denote the pre-Hilbert space (D(^/A)^B^/A - ,B^/A - >H).
Clearly, D(A) is a dense linear subspace of (#OX>)HO) an<^ C^oX>>H0) ^s
complete, i.e., a Hubert space, if B~l exists as a continuous operator and A>c idH
for some ce]0,oo[.
REMARK 5.1. Since B commutes with e~tA, t>0, it also commutes with the
semigroup (βλx) defined as the Bochner integral
Qth :=\e-sAh vjds), t>0, h e//,
o
where (vf)f>0 is the one-sided stable semigroup of order 1 on ]0,oo[, i.e.,
2/4s
Λ, f>0.
It is well-known that the generator of ((?,), >o on H is just ^A. Hence by the
continuity of B we obtain that
(5.4) <SA1,Λ^A2>H = <Aι,A2>H0 ίor a\\ h,eH0, h2eD(A).
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If (#oX>)ίίo) *s complete and if V: D(A) x D(A) -> R is a positive definite bilinear
form, we define
TraceHo V:= £ V(hk\)
k = l
for some orthonormal basis (hk)keN of //0, which belongs to D(A\ whenever this
is independent of the special choice of (hk)keN. In the following Du, D2u etc. will
denote the Frechet derivatives of ue&Cl(K). If u=f(ll,->Jm)e&rC2)(K), by the
chain rule we have for all z9η,ηΈE that
(5 5) Du(z)(η) = Df(l,(z\ - •,/ JzMfoλ -
in particular, Du(z)eK( c FnD(y4)), and
/)2φ)(f/,f/')
(5.6) = D2f(l,(z\ - --JJίzMai
= Σ /|^ /ι(4 ^/
m
^-iδx^
in particular, D2u(η, )eK( c
REMARK 5.2. Note that since A' separates the points of E and A(K) c= AT we
can define Az for all ze£ as follows
l(Az) = Al(z) for all
Since also e~tA(K) c A, t>0, it follows from 3.1 (iii) that -Λ extends the generator
of the strongly continuous contraction semigroup (e~~tA)t>0 on E. Therefore, we
use the same symbol A.
The proof of the following theorem is fairly standard (cf. e.g. [52] where,
however, the much simpler case A=ΊάH was treated). Let B* denote the adjoint
of B on H.
Theorem 5.3. Let u=f(l^ -JJe3rCl(K). Then
Lu(z) := \\m-(ptu(z) - u(z))
tio t
(5 7)
 = Σ
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= TraceHo D
2
u(z)(B*BA ,B*BA )-Du(z)(Az)
(cf. Remark 5.2) both for all zeE and in L2(E;μ). Here for the third equality we
assume (//oX»>H0) to be complete. In particular, if /1, ,/meA'c: //0 form an
orthonormal systme in HQ then
(5 8)
Proof. Let zeE and f>0. We have by Taylor's formula that
-
(5 9) - \D2
where in the second step we used (5.5),(5.6) and the fact that
-e-
2tAz')μ(dz') = Q for all lεE'
since μ has mean zero. Since for f / e £
i
1 -s)(D2u(z + sη)-D2u(z))(η,η)ds,
o
the modulus of the above integral of the remainder is by (5.6) and the claim in
the proof of Corollary 3.6 dominated by
Φ)Σ ί[/, e
ί=lj
<2φ) £ (U,{e-'Az-zJ]2 + \\Bjl -
i=\
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where cf(z)e[0,oo[, with Iimίi0cί(z) = 0 for all zeE and supί>zcί(z)<oo. Since
and
!</<w, and by 3.1 (iii) we conclude that the above integral of the remainder
multiplied by t'1 converges to zero as ί J O for all zeE. But this convergence
then also takes place in L2(E;μ) since for \<i<m, />0,
" t2
By similar arguments we obtain that the second summand of (5.9) multiplied by
t'1 converges to zero as 110 pointwise and in L2(E;μ). By 3.1 (iii) resp. (5.5)
and Remark 5.2 we see that
1
lim -Du(z\e tAz — z)= — Du(z\Az) = —
no t
Now we consider the third summand in (5.9). Define for \<ij<m
ι(z), ,/
m
(z)), zeE.
Then by (5.6) and the claim in the proof of Corollary 3.6
= T Σ *</*) f«Λ/l -2^u=ι J
Since lj€D(A) aD(^A) = H0, as /|0 this converges to
(5.10) £ aάzKBIfiBAlj)^ f a^
where the second equation follows by Remark 5.1, since lj€D(A), \<j<m. Since
the 0
ί7 are bounded this convergence also takes place in L
2(E\μ). This completes
the proof of the second equality in (5.7). To see the third, we may assume that
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ll9-"Jm are orthonormal in 7/0 (otherwise we use Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
and change / accordingly). Then the quantity in (5.10) is equal to Σ^L^z)
which in turn by (5.6) and Remark 5.1 is equal to
JΓ D2u(B*BAlt,B*BAlu = ΎτacQHoD2u(B*BA - ,B*BA - ),
i = l
provided (//0X»>H0) *s complete. The rest of the assertion is now trivial. Π
Since each pt is μ-symmetric (cf. (3.20)), /> fl = l, ί>0, and because of (3.18),
(Pt)t>o gives rise to a strongly continuous contraction semigroup (Γf)f>0 on L2(E;μ)
(cf. e.g.[31, Chap. II, Subsection 4.a)]). By Theorem 5.3 we know that for its
generator (L,D(L)) we have that &C?(K)~ a D(L) and L is given by (5.7) on
&C™(K)~ . (Here for a set ^ of functions on E, <&~ denotes the corresponding set
of μ-classes.) The Dirichlet form (S,D(S)) defined in (5.1), (5.2) is exactly the one
which is associated with L resp. (T)t>0 (cf e.g.[31, Diagram 3] or [22, Chap.I]).
Proposition 5.4. L restricted to the domain ^C^(KY is an essentially
self-adjoint operator on L2(E\μ).
Proof. Let C:= linear span of {sin /, cos l\le K}. Since K and hence C separates
the points of E, by a monotone class argument C~ is dense in L2(E\μ\ Since
C~ c= D(L) and ptu e C for all u e C by the claim in the proof of Corollary 3.6, it
follows by [37, Theorem XA9~\ that L restricted to C~ is essentially self-adjoint
on L\E\μ\ Π
Now we can prove the explicit representation of
Theorem 5.5. &Cl(K)~ c D(g) and
(5.11) <%,v)= \(Du(zlDv(z)yHoμ(dz) for all
Moreover, (<?,Z)(<f)) is the closure o f ( f , f C f ( K ) ~ ) on L2(E',μ) (cf. [22], [31]), hence
is uniquely determined by (5.11).
Proof. First note that e.g. by [8, Proposition 5.5] we have the following
integration by parts formula.
ί<v(z) (z)μ(dz)I d(B*B[f m '
Γ Ά Γ
(5.12) = - \u(z)--^--(z)μ(dz)+ \u(z)v(z)l(z)μ(dz)
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for all leE'(dH) and all u,
Let u=f(ll,'-Jm),v=g(l1,' Jm)e&ΓCϊ(K). We may assume that Il9 9lm form an
orthonormal system in H0. Then by (5.5)
(5.13) |</)φ),Z)v(z)>Hoμ(Jz) = V | - — - (z) - — - (z)μ(dz)
^
 J
which (since AlteE\ \<i<m) by (5.12) and (5.8) is equal to
ί< —Lu)vdμ.
This implies that the quadratic form on the right hand side of (5.11) is closable
on L\E;μ) (cf. e.g. [31, Chap. I, Lemma 3.4]). Let (<f°,Z)(<f0)) denote its closure
and (L°,Z>(L°)) its generator. Then
&Cl(K)~ ^D(L?) and L = L° on &C\(Kγ.
Since by Proposition 5.4 (L,^O°(J£)~) and hence (L^Cl(K}~) is essentially
self-adjoint on L2(E\μ\ it follows that D(L) c D(L°). Consequently, (L,D(L))
= (Lσ,D(L°)l because both are self-adjoint. This implies that (£9D(£)) = (<ί09D(£0))
and the assertion is proved. Π
EXAMPLES 5.6. (i) Let dεN and let B be a non-degenerate real dxd-
matrix. Let
Let
μ(dz) :=(2πdetBτBΓ 1/2exp Γ --\\B~ lz\\2RΛdz.
Let Γ:=(yiJ)iJ be a nonnegative definite, symmetric real Jxrf-matrix and (^ ,
the Dirichlet form obtained by taking the closure on L\Rd\μ) of
(5.14)
Let E' = E=H=Rd with the Euclidean inner product. Let A :=(B~lΓl/2)2). By
Theorem 5.5 we see that the semigroup corresponding to (5.14) is given by
= \ , zεE,
for ^(/ί^-measurable, bounded /: Rd ->/?, provided AB = BA and A=AT. It is
easy to see that these ίwo equations are equivalent. They hold, of course, if B
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and Γ commute.
(ii) Let H:=L2(Rd;dx) with the usual inner product, Λ=(-Δ-f 1)1/2, B =
( — Δ-f 1)~1/4. Let (E,q) be any Hubert space satisfying 3.1 (i)-(iii) (e.g. the one
constructed in 3.1 or in [39, 40]). The measure μ in this case is just the free
time zero field in quantum field theory (cf. the references in [39, 40]). We call
the corresponding Dirichlet form given by (5.1 1) (where H0 = H) ihQ free field- Dirichlet
form. It has been studied intensively (cf. e.g.[l,2,6,8,9]). We note that the same
Dirichlet form is obtained if one starts with H:= Hίl2(Rd dx) = Sobolev class of order
i in L2(Rd\dx\ considers A=(- Δ-f 1)1/2 as a self-adjoint operator on Hi/2(Rd;dx),
and takes B=idH. This approach was taken in [44, Example 3.5]). Below we
shall refer to it as the "second approach to the free field Dirichlet form".
6. Tightness of the corresponding capacities
We recall the following notion from [31]:
DEFINITION 6.1. A Dirichlet form (<f,Z)(<ί)) on L2(E;μ) (cf. [22],[31]) is called
quasi-regular if
(ΐ) C1>2 is tight.
(iί) There exists an S\12 -dense subset ofD($) whose elements have Cί ^-quasi-continuous
μ-versions.
(Hi) -There exist u
n
eD($\ neN, having C ^ -quasi-continuous μ-versions #M,«eΛf, and
a set N c= E of C incapacity zero such that [ύ
n
\n e N} separates the points ofE\N.
We now consider the situation as described at the beginning of the preceding
section, i.e., //, A are as in Theorem 3.1, (E,q) is a Hubert space satisfying 3.1
(i)-(iii) for some K and (pt)t >0, B, μ are as in Corollary 3.6. Let Crp, r>0, /?>!,
be the capacities defined as in Section 1 relative to the semigroup (/?,), >0 By
spectral theory it is clear that
where ^%,p, r>0, /?>!, are as in Section 1, the Dirichlet form (<?,Z)(<ί)) is the one
corresponding to (pt)t>o (cf Section 5), and ^i^^ + d)^)- Furthermore, C1>2
is just the (1-) capacity in [22, §3.1] resp. equal to Capt Λ in [31, Chap. Ill, Section
2] associated with (
Proposition 6.2. (/) (S',D(S>)) is quasi-regular if and only if C1>2 is tight. In
this case (§,D(^ has the local property, i.e., (?(M,V) = O for all u,veD($) with
supp [|w| μ] n supp [| v| μ] = 0.
(//) If (//0X > >HO) *s Complete, then ($,D($}} also has the local property.
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Proof, (i): Since ^C?(K) separates the points and ^C^(KY is dense in /)(<?)
w.r.t (?}'2, the assertion follows (cf. [31, Cahp. IV, Subsection 4b)]). Now assume
that (£,D(g}} is quasi-regular. Define Y\^C^(KY x^Cj?(K)~ -^L^E μ) by
Then by Theorem 5.5 extends uniquely to a continuous symmetric bilinear map
Γ:=D(g)xD(g)->L\E;μ) (where D(S] is equipped with the norm g\12} and
(u9v)=(r(u, v)dμ for all u,veD(f).
Clearly, by approximation and the product rule for D we have that if w,v,w
are bounded, then
Γ(ww, v) = wΓ(w, v) + wΓ(w, v).
In particular, since (S,D(S)} is quasi-regular, by [31, Chap. V, Proposition 1.7] we
can take w so that 0<w<lE\supp[|M|.μ] and w>0 μ-a.e. on £\supp[|w| μ]. Then
0 = wΓ(w, v) + H'Γ(w, v)
and hence
supp[|Γ(w, v)| μ] c supp[|w| μ].
Similarly, one obtains that
supp[|Γ(w, v)| μ] c: supp[|v| μ].
Consequently, Γ(w,v) = 0, hence <f(w,v) = 0, if M,veZ)(^)are bounded with supp[|w| μ]
nsupp[|v| μ] = 0. The restriction that w,v are bounded can be removed in a
standard way (cf. e.g. [31, Chap. I, Proposition 4.17]). Hence (£,D(£)) has the
local property.
(ii): We note that by Theorem 5.5, D\&Cζ(K)~ ->L2(£-> //0;μ) is a closable
operator on L2(E\μ) and that the domain of its closure (also denoted by D) is
just D($\ Let leK( c: D(A)r\E' c H0 c H) and k:=B*Bl. By the integration by
parts formula (5.12) the form
Cd
Jd
, du dv
 1)= — —dμ; w,
kdk
is (well-defined and) closable (cf. e.g. [31, Chap. II, Proposition 3.4]). Its closure
((ίk,Z>((ffc)) is a symmetric Dirichlet form (cf. [31, Chap. II, Proposition 3.5] or [8,
Theorem 3.10]). The operator ^\^C^(K)~ -» L2(E;μ) is hence closable on L2(£;μ)
and the domain of its closure (also denoted by J )^ is just /)(<ίfc). If k:=B*BAl, it
follows from (5.13) by approximation that
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and
,<Dv,/>Hnφ= dμ for all M,Jdkdk
Hence if {l^eN} a K is an orthonormal basis of H0 (which exists by Remark 3.2
(v)) and ki:-B*BAli, we conclude that
ί<
(6.1)
and
f °° Cdu dv
(6.2) </>if,/>v>Horfμ = X bϊΓTSΓ*1 for all u,veD(*).J i^ijckidki
But by [31, Chap. II, Subsection 4 b) and Chap. V, Example 1.12 (ii)] (fk,D(£k))
is a quasi-regular Dirichlet form on L2(E\μ) having the local property for all
k:=B*Bl, lεF. Hence (6.1),(6.2) imply that so does (δ,D(δ)). Q
Now we are prepared to prove the following result. We adopt the notation
of Section 4.
Theorem 6.3. The following assertions are equivalent:
(0 Condition (4.2) holds
(iί) (pt)t>Q is the transition function of a (conservative) diffusion process
(iiΐ)Condition (4.2) holds with Ω resp. Xt, f>0, replaced by the set Ω' of all right
continuous paths from [0,oo[ to E resp. ^revaluation at t on Ω', t>0.
(iv) C1>2 is tight
(v) (g,D(S)) is quasi-regular.
Proof, (iv) <=> (v): See Proposition 6.2 (i).
(i) => (ii): This is a consequence of Theorem 4.2.
(ii)=>(iii): Trivial.
(iii)=>(v): Since (pt)t>Q is Feller by Corollary 3.6, it follows by [17, Satz 5.10] that
the normal Markov processs M in Remark 4.3 (iii) is strong Markov, hence a
right process. Clearly, M' is associated with (<ί,Z)(<ί)) (cf. [31, Chap. IV, Section
2]). Therefore, [31, Chap. IV, Theorem 6.7] implies that (<f,D((?)) is quasi-regular.
(v)=>(i): By Proposition 6.2 (i) and [31, Chap. V,Theorem 1.11] (see also [5]) there
exists a diffusion process M=(Ω,J^,(Ar
ί
)f>0, (Pz)zeE) having (pt)t>0 as transition
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semigroup. (Note that the lifetime ζ is identically equal to +00, since /> fl = l,
ί>0) Hence P\=\Pzμ(dz) satisfies (4.2). Π
REMARK 6.4. Note that if (<?,£>(<?)) is quasi-regular, by [31, Chap. IV, Theorem
3.5] there always exists a right process (even a special standard process) such that
for its transition semigroup (pt)t>0 we have that pt is a C1>2-quasi-continuous
μ- version of TJ for all feL2(E\μ\ t>Q. Here (T^t>0 is the strongly continuous
contraction semigroup associated with (g,D($}) (cf. e.g. [31, Chap. I]). Theorem
6.3, however, implies that we can even find "better versions", namely (pt)t>0 given
by the Mehler formula and these pt9 ί>0, are even Feller.
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that (//0, < , >Ho) is complete and that the following
condition holds:
There exists c e ]0, oo [ such that(6.3)
\\l\\HQ<c\\l\\E,forallleK( c= D(A)πE c HQ\
Then Clt2 is tight.
Proof. Let leE' and l
n
eK, neN, such that /„ -> / in E as n -+ oo. If li9ki9ieN9
are as in (6.1),(6-2), by (5.4),(6.3), and Fatou's Lemma we have that
= Σ li
i = l i=ι«-
=liminf||/J|έ0<c
w-*oo
for all leE. Since by [7, Proposition 2.10] and Theorem 5.5, &C£ is ^}/2-dense
in D($) (cf. Section 2 above for the definition of ^Q0), the assertion now follows
by the representation (6.1), (6.2) of (£,D(£)) and [31, Chap. IV, Subsection 4b)]. Π
EXAMPLES 6.6. (i) Clearly, (6.3) is fulfilled if B^/Ae&^H). But this is not
necessary. It is easily seen that in the second approach to the free field Dirichlet
form where B=idH and ^/A is unbounded, nevertheless (6.3) holds, if e.g. E is taken
as in [39,40]. In this case also (//,<, >Ho) is complete.
(ii) Let (7/,<,>H), (£,<,>E) be separable real Hubert spaces such that the
embedding H c: E is dense and Hubert-Schmidt. Hence we can find an orthonormal
basis {e
n
\neN} of (//,<, >H) and σw>0, neN9 with Σ^°=1such that {en/σn\neN} is
an orthonormals basis of (£,<, >£) and
(6.4) <*„, A>E = <7w2<*M,λ>H = σ2nen(h) for all
Clearly, {eJweW} c E, if we embed E as before (i.e., E c H' = H c E). Let μ
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be the (standard) Gaussian measure on E with covariance given by <,>H (i.e.,
B = idH in our previous situation). If zn:=(eJσn,z)E9 zeE9 neN9 then by(6.4)
Define a linear operator A on H as the closure of the linear operator satisfying
Ae
n
:=a
n
e
n9 neN, where απ are fixed strictly positive numbers. Clearly, A9 H9 E
satisfy assumptions 3.1 (i)-(iii) (with K:= linear span of {e
n
\neN}). Furthermore,
if /
π
:=α~
1/2£
π
, nεN, then obviously {l
n
\neN} is an orthonormal basis of
(^X,>H0):=Φ(\/^)X\/^»\/^)fl) By (6.1), (6.2) we know that the corre-
sponding Dirichlet form (S,D(S)) is obtained as the closure of
du dv
00 f
= Σ «vi
ι ι=l j
where f
n
:=e
n
/σ
n
. By [7, Proposition 2.10] we may replace &C£(K) by
here. Consequently, we know by [43, Proposition 5.2] that the C1 2-capacity of
is not tight provided
Iim(oc
π
σ
π
)-1exp[l/σ
π
2]=0
π-»oo
which is e.g. the case if α
w
 = σ~
2
exp[l/σ2], neN.
The following result shows that by enlarging the space E constructed in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 we nevertheless can achieve tightness. More precisely, let
//, A9 μ be as at the beginning of this section, but with B = \άH. (i.e., (E,H,μ) is
an abstract Wiener space}.
Theorem 6.7. Let E be as constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Then
there exists a Banach space E
ί
 such that E is continuously and densely embedded
into E^ E
Λ
 satisfies 3.1 (i), (//), and the (r,p)-capacities of the Mehler semigroup
corresponding to (Ei9H9A9μ) are tight for all r>0, /?>!, where μ is considered as
a measure on E±(^> E).
Proof. By [4, Corollary 1.5] (see also [3]) we only have to show that for
some 5 >0,
(6.5) e~sA : E -» E is injective.
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So, let ,y>0. If zeE with e~sAz = Q, it follows that (e~sAl)(z) = Q for all lεK. In
fact, for K as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have that e~sA(K) = K. Since K is
dense in E it follows that z = 0. Hence (6.5) holds for all s>0. Π
REMARK 6.8. (i) As seen from the proof, Theorem 6.7 holds for any E satisfying
3.1 (i)-(iii) provided e~sAK=K for some ^>0.
(ii) Note that the proof of [4, Corollary 1.5] also works if merely ||e~M||^(E)<l
for all ?>0. In [4] it was assumed throughout that lk~ίA||^(£:)<l for all t>0.
(iii) One might ask under what conditions on A a given locally convex space E
satisfies 3.1 (ii) with the continuity replaced by a measurability condition, such
that the Mehler formula in Corollary 3.6 still makes sense at least μ-a.e. and the
corresponding (r,/?)-caparities are tight (on E). Essentially the answer was given
by D.Feyel and A. de La Pradelle in [21]. But they only give sufficient conditions.
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